
Consultative Test Plan Development
Fast-Track Job Scheduling
Design Review Assistance
Expert Pack-Outs
Competitive Pricing
Volume Discounts
Constant Communication
Expedited Report Delivery
Documentation Guidance
Certification Advocacy

A Philosophy of 
                   Partnership

Accreditations 
                  & Scope

Keystone Package Testing is an 
ISTA-certified test lab with a 
quality system accredited to 
ISO-17025. We are members 
of the Amazon APASS 
network and approved 
by numerous other 
retailers.

Promptness.
Consultation.
Professionalism.
Communication.
 
Those are the words we operate 
by and why so many companies 
partner with Keystone Package 
testing to meet their 
certification needs.

The Keystone               
 Experience

The Package Testing 
You Need.

The Way You Need It.

230 Commerce Avenue
New Castle, PA 16101

(724) 657-9940

2320 Presidential Drive
Durham, NC 27703

(919) 296-0098

keystonepackage.com



Your Key to  
Successful 
Package 
Certification

“Keystone performed consumer testing for us. Professional, courteous, and communication masters. 
We shopped around for two weeks before we landed on Keystone. Best pricing in industry. Fastest 
turnaround as well. Don't waste your time with the others.”
 -Google Review from Client

TRANSIT TESTING
Keystone is an ISTA-certified test lab with multiple shakers, 
impact sleds, compression machines, altitude chambers and 
temperature chambers. We can test single packages to 
oversized-pallets. Our comprehensive scope includes testing 
to ISTA, ASTM, IEC, ISO, Amazon, General Motors and many 
other standards.

AMAZON
As a member of the APASS network, Keystone helps sellers 
and vendors certify their products to the Frustration Free 
Packaging (FFP), Ships in Own Container (SIOC) and 
Prep-Free Packaging / Overboxing requirements. We help 
determine which ASINs require testing and how to submit 
the test results to Amazon.

MEDICAL DEVICES & PHARMACEUTICALS 
Medical device and pharmaceutical packaging have 
specialized requirements including tests such as sterility, seal 
integrity (seal strength), material integrity (bubble leak), 
distribution testing, and accelerated aging. We are 
accredited to a number of transportation hazard simulation 
standards including ASTM D 4169.

COLD CHAIN
With dozens of temperature and humidity chambers of 
various sizes we can replicate any temperature validation 
profile. We can accommodate conditioning of gel packs, 
unique placements of thermocouples and the additions of 
humidity and or vibration to the test program as well.

E-COMMERCE
Companies like QVC, Wayfair, Sam’s Club and many others 
are implementing new and enhanced package testing 
requirements. Our certified test engineers and technicians 
have a thorough understanding of these standards. They 
provide expert guidance on what items need tested and 
how they need tested.

GENERAL MOTORS
General Motors requires GM suppliers to continually 
improve their packaging strategies so as to reduce product 
damage from poor packaging. Keystone Package Testing 
assists suppliers in certifying packages to ensure 
production parts arrive at General Motors assembly plants 
in an undamaged condition.


